Photoplethysmogram intensity ratio: A potential indicator for improving the accuracy of PTT-based cuffless blood pressure estimation.
The most commonly used method for cuffless blood pressure (BP) measurement is using pulse transit time (PTT), which is based on Moens-Korteweg (M-K) equation underlying the assumption that arterial geometries such as the arterial diameter keep unchanged. However, the arterial diameter is dynamic which varies over the cardiac cycle, and it is regulated through the contraction or relaxation of the vascular smooth muscle innervated primarily by the sympathetic nervous system. This may be one of the main reasons that impair the BP estimation accuracy. In this paper, we propose a novel indicator, the photoplethysmogram (PPG) intensity ratio (PIR), to evaluate the arterial diameter change. The deep breathing (DB) maneuver and Valsalva maneuver (VM) were performed on five healthy subjects for assessing parasympathetic and sympathetic nervous activities, respectively. Heart rate (HR), PTT, PIR and BP were measured from the simultaneously recorded electrocardiogram (ECG), PPG, and continuous BP. It was found that PIR increased significantly from inspiration to expiration during DB, whilst BP dipped correspondingly. Nevertheless, PIR changed positively with BP during VM. In addition, the spectral analysis revealed that the dominant frequency component of PIR, HR and SBP, shifted significantly from high frequency (HF) to low frequency (LF), but not obvious in that of PTT. These results demonstrated that PIR can be potentially used to evaluate the smooth muscle tone which modulates arterial BP in the LF range. The PTT-based BP measurement that take into account the PIR could therefore improve its estimation accuracy.